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How can a campaignable approach
to reporting add value?

As approaches to reporting
change, are you at risk of being

Inside
In an always-on age, Annual and Sustainability
reporters are having to straddle the lines
between disclosure and communications.

The evolving
reporting
landscape
The lines between traditional
corporate reporting and
communications are becoming
blurred. Reporters have a
challenge to balance great
engagement through
compelling stories with
the core reporting content.

The impact of regulatory frameworks
on reporting communications
As reporting agendas become more complex and
more aligned it’s increasingly challenging to satisfy
everything and everyone in a single report. Taking
the UK context as an example, with some mandatory
disclosures made primarily online (e.g. Modern Slavery
Act statement, Gender Pay Gap Report), it is difficult
to capture a complete view without adding yet more to
the Annual or Sustainability Reports, while potentially
skewing the overall balance of disclosures. As more
changes come into play, companies will have to
square the need to satisfy the regulatory requirements
of the new Corporate Governance Code, Section 172
of the Companies Act et al with providing concise
and understandable reporting.

The forces reshaping this landscape are setting new
boundaries for how companies communicate their
purpose, value creation, performance and impact
to the stakeholders that matter most to them.

The situation at the European level also illustrates
how regulation is impacting the reporting landscape.
The mandatory introduction of the European
Single Electronic Format (ESEF) from January 2020
threatens to transform reporting with the potential to
strip away storytelling, design and visual techniques.
As companies begin looking to the future, it is
important that technical compliance through iXBRL
and XHTML doesn’t diminish the importance of
communicating clearly or leave a messaging vacuum.

The great alignment
The gradual integration between Annual and
Sustainability reporting continues. And while
the IIRC model has proven a false dawn the
financial community is now driving this shift
faster than ever and on their own terms.
The proliferation of requirements and standards
In some instances, new standards are driving the
alignment above (e.g. SASB, TCFD). While overall
we think standards are a good thing, they continue
to take up space – both column inches and headspace
– leaving less latitude for other types of content across
the reporting suite. When it comes to regulatory
frameworks for Annual reporting in Europe these
restrictions may be profound.

The future
of reporting

One size doesn’t fit all
As different audiences become more sophisticated
– particularly on non-financial issues – their content
needs diverge. In this new reality, the traditional
reporting model is showing some cracks and
companies are questioning its relevance and return.

As these pressures and trends intensify,
it’s becoming increasingly difficult to
manoeuvre corporate reporting as a
meaningful multi-audience engagement
tool. This is challenging our understanding
of what reporting is and how it can generate
value for business. We see a direction of
travel that we think will ultimately flip the
traditional reporting model on its head,
shifting approaches and mindsets irreversibly.
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The shift in reporting and communications

A 'do it all' reporting suite for
regulation and storytelling

Targeted, function-led report(s) for
specific audiences who seek them

Examples
›› Compliant Annual Reports
›› iXBRL/XHTML
›› Investor-focused
ESG reports

Trends

Reporting
Communications

›› Sustainability
frameworks/indexes
›› Topic-themed reports
(Human Rights/Gender)

Traditional
model

Future
model

Examples
›› Campaigns to connect
strategic priorities
to audience needs

Trends

Momentary, content-led report
launch communications

Continuous communications, tailored
to different audiences to encourage
wider and deeper engagement

Three interconnected principles informing reporting communications
When considering report content,
we visualise three core principles.
Although the quality and substance
of each has changed dramatically over
the last decade, as reporting principles
they have remained remarkably
consistent. While we believe all three
will remain just as relevant in the years
to come, we think their balance will
vary significantly depending on the
type of disclosure, audience, format
and channel in question.

Context
Positioning in response to
macro trends, industry drivers,
stakeholder expectations and
the competitive environment.
Underpinning strategy to
give a balanced view of the
approach and prospects.

Performance
Narrative and data
that demonstrate
performance against
key metrics, progress
toward targets,
as well as discussion
of headwinds
and risks.

Impact
The story beyond
the data. Developing
content for use in a
range of channels that
is engaging, audienceled and focused on
business and societal
impact and value.

Beyond this, core reporting will be
supported by communications that
are tailored for a range of stakeholder
audiences, and more dynamic not
only in content but also in time.
Of course, this is an oversimplification.
Some will always want the full picture,
but we sense this shift is real and we
use these models as a useful framing
for companies to apply as they
manage the transition.
It's worth noting the UN’s SDGs
may offer a unique opportunity
for companies to connect context,
performance and impact.
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The campaignable
opportunity

Evaluating leaders
Over time, as we’ve continued to track those at the
leading edge of this ‘campaignable’ approach to
reporting we’ve developed a practical framework
that we use to help our clients evaluate where they
are and how they can improve. We’ve used it here to
take a pulse check of where leading practice is today.

For many companies, reporting communications
often focus on the moment of launch with some
immediate ‘snackable’ content that’s seeded across
social media. Some are experimenting with different
types of technology to help punctuate key content,
but this still tends to be piecemeal and ‘bolt-on’ to
the report rather than integrated as part of a wider
communications plan that can live beyond the launch.

Audit framework
We’ve scanned the landscape applying our audit
framework to assess reporting communications
across 16 elements within four core pillars:

Embracing the shift
As the shift between reporting and communications
unfolds, leading companies are responding through
an approach that we define as ‘campaignable
reporting’. An approach that allows companies to
unlock ROI from existing reporting activity in the
short term, while testing out new approaches that
will lay the foundations for the future model in which
reporting and communications are more distinctive.
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Reach
Techniques in
reaching wider
or more targeted
audiences

So what are the immediate benefits? Done well,
campaignable reporting can deepen and broaden
engagement with audiences and position your
business as a leader by demonstrating a more
integrated, always-on approach that’s connected
into the pulse of the wider company and external
agenda. It also allows companies to be more reactive
to the fast-shifting landscape surrounding them.
By addressing emerging issues or filling information
gaps as they occur, companies can connect audiences
to ‘reported’ activities or achievements in real time.
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Content

3

Creativity to increase
engagement and
interaction with
key messages

Dialogue
Tactics to support
conversation and
advocacy

In short, a more campaignable approach to reporting
communications can play a role in driving greater
awareness and recognition of your business over time.
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GET MORE FROM
AMPLIFICATION

Impact
Of communications
and their role
supporting
organisation
strategy

To get a cross-section of insight we focused our
assessment on 14 UK and US businesses across
the apparel, finance, food and beverage, energy
and technology sectors. We looked at how they
were using communications specifically to support
their Sustainability, Annual and Integrated Reports.
Emerging characteristics
From this we compiled the emerging characteristics
of those leading the way, pulling out 12 of the strongest
tactics we’ve observed, assessing the overall level
of maturity to understand gaps and opportunities
for the future.
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Trends leading the way
Leaders in campaignable reporting
are shunning the tried and tested
to explore new ways to create
engagement both around and
after the report launch, going
beyond the idea of flexible assets
or snackable content and helping
to strengthen the positioning
of the company as a whole.

While the content itself is born out of the report
and continues to gravitate around it, this is at heart
a communications exercise, with the report acting
as a driver for wider engagement or recognition.
››Demonstrating integrated thinking
Leveraging report launch and content to amplify and
align sustainability with core business performance,
innovation or campaigns – Apple, SAP, Danone
››Positioning as an always-on thought leader
Using reported content to connect your own
ambitions and activities to wider developments
and debates, demonstrating you’re up-to-date
and on the pulse and helping to build leadership
around key issues – Patagonia
››Behaving like an inclusive business
Using the report as a sounding board or a call
to action, to show that you are seeking collective
solutions through open engagement and in doing so
connecting more deeply with audiences – ING, H&M
››Showcasing impacts as they happen
Sharing key milestones or outcomes as they
happen during the year or creating ‘live’ audiencecentred activities to coincide with report launch –
Unilever, SAP
››Bringing reporting to life
Turning ‘dry’ launches and content into something
more interesting through VR or audience interaction
– Dell, Triodos
››Reaching new audiences
Making your report more accessible or targeted
to a specific audience by putting it where they
are in a format they can consume – Google,
Centrica, Patagonia
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12 standout
campaignable tactics
Below we have selected some of
the most effective tactics we’ve
seen from our research that show
reporters driving engagement
across the four core pillars – reach,
content, dialogue, impact.

Disclaimer
We have not worked with all of the businesses featured in
this report and do not speak on their behalf. All trademarks
and logos appearing in this report are the property of their
respective owners. Any commentary, review or analysis of
other businesses activity is purely our opinion based on external
observation. The original source of all third-party content
shared here can be accessed via the clickable bit.ly links.
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Reach

5
6

1

7
8
9

Sharing in a sense of purpose
SAP ignited employee pride and
sparked wider public sharing,
by connecting their integrated
report to a shared purpose
and new global campaign
#TheBestRun
> bit.ly/2O2IwRS
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Putting your report
on the front line
Google and Patagonia extended
their reports’ reach by targeting
audiences at point-of-sale.
Patagonia placed their report in
stores, while Google linked to theirs
via a customised Google Doodle.
> bit.ly/2Pk8aSW
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A shop window
to something bigger
Apple, notorious for eschewing
Twitter, managed to create an
almighty bang by using their
Environment Report and Earth Day
as a launchpad for Daisy, their
newest innovative recycling bot.
From fan sites, such as Apple Must
to mainstream media, the headlines
wrote themselves!
> bit.ly/2zPO3Z5
6
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Experiencing their world
Dell embedded a virtual 360°
factory tour in their Sustainability
Report, allowing stakeholders to
truly experience what it means to
have a transparent supply chain.
> dell.to/2mrQGqh
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Content

5
6
7
8
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Shining a light on your audience
AGMs put reports and businesses
in the spotlight. This year Triodos
UK shared the moment at their
Annual Meeting with guests,
inviting their views. The result
was authentic, user-generated
content that reinforced Triodos
strengths and capabilities.
> bit.ly/2JASgiK
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Streaming a seed of an idea
Unilever don’t just report back
on their #sustliving highlights,
they show it in action – live!
A great example of how brands
can inject creativity into reporting.
> bit.ly/2uOhCEz
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Joining forces
Patagonia actively engages
stakeholders in their fight for
environmental and social justice.
In turn, stakeholders feel
emotionally connected to the
report on their joint progress.
> bit.ly/2Lp890L
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Dialogue

5
6
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8
0:10/0:38
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Igniting conversation
How do you get people to
engage in your reporting
highlights? Simple.
Ask them! ING uses native
tools to spark conversation.
> bit.ly/2OWTLvo
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Convening leaders
to rethink change
In their 2016 report H&M
announced bold new goals
that could not be achieved alone.
So, they challenged leading
-edge sustainable fashion
thinkers to find solutions.
8

> bit.ly/2JJ9ASG
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Impact in a changing world
Centrica connected their
report to the wider conversation
surrounding the changing world
of energy and showed how
they are helping customers and
society be ready for this.

Centrica plc
@centricaplc

Follow

Our world of #energy is changing and so are our energy needs.
But how is Centrica changing? Learn how in our Annual Report:
centrica.com/ar17

> bit.ly/2L7lGL8
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Impact
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Continuous #Impact
Dell connects their continuous
reporting approach through
#LegacyOfGood, showcasing
impact as it happens.
> bit.ly/2uyOO3l
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360o Impact
Danone showcases their integrated
approach to reporting through
data visualisations that seamlessly
connect bold mission statements
to business performance and
their impact in improving society,
personal health and beyond.
> bit.ly/2uxT9nC
9
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Campaignable reporting
– the way forward
In charting the results of the audits against our
16 elements for campaignable reporting, we can
see there’s more that companies can do, even
the leaders, to maximise their return across the
reporting year – both for Sustainability and
Annual Reporting.

Mapping the maturity of Reporting communications
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This chart depicts the total
average scores achieved by
those in our study across both
Annual and Sustainability
Reports. Scores were awarded
from one (needs improving) to
four (leadership) for each of the
16 elements within our four core
pillars of communication.
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Annual and Sustainability Reports have a different
emphasis when it comes to audience and objectives
but based on our analysis there are clear improvement
opportunities for both. And within each format, while
there are common characteristics that every company
can benefit from, in reality the approach will be
distinctive to the individual sector, as well as a
company’s own business model and strengths. For this
reason, we don’t think it makes sense to try and define
tomorrow’s best practice when it comes to impact,
reach, dialogue and content. Instead each company
should develop its own blueprint.
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Annual/Integrated reporters
Sustainability reporters
Internal elements that cannot
be assessed externally

In summary
We believe that the gradual evolution
and harmonisation of financial and
non-financial disclosure frameworks,
and the increasingly divergent needs
of audiences, will make it more and
more challenging to rely on reporting
alone to tell the full company story.
As a result, the lines between reporting
and communications will become
more and more distinctive, opening
up new challenges but perhaps even
bigger opportunities.
In this report we’ve provided a snapshot of the
current state of campaignable reporting as defined
by Salterbaxter. We believe a campaignable approach
to reporting offers a valuable transition tool that
companies can use to get more out of their reporting
today while preparing for the future we believe is on
the way. Our audit has shown that companies are
dipping their toes in the water, finding ways to make
report content relevant to different audiences, better
amplifying their positions and impact, positioning
their companies in more progressive ways, and
doing so beyond the initial launch of their reports.
There is more value to be had. Companies are still
struggling to navigate a truly audience-led approach
that seamlessly balances our three reporting principles
– context, performance and impact – tailoring them
to the audience in question and the moment in time.
Perhaps more importantly, very few are pulling this
together into a joined-up 12-month communications
plan that spans the reporting year.
Those that do so will move well beyond the
repurposing of content, incorporating reporting
activity into a wider ecosystem of audience-led
communications on-and-offline. This promises to be
better for audiences and reporters alike. And those
that get there first will be likely to reap the rewards.
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How we can help
The right solution is different for every
business, determined by your starting point,
ambition and goals (see our supplement
Moving the Goal Posts). Whether you are
building foundations or looking to break the
mould, there are simple steps to activate your
report through a campaignable approach.

We can work with you to manage the transition,
embedding your reporting communications in a way
that is agile and reflects where you are on your journey.

Sarah Wood
Head of Digital Insight and Engagement
sarah.wood@salterbaxter.com

Get in touch to explore how this new era of reporting
communications could help you realise additional
value in the short and long term. Our unique
approach to campaignable reporting can help:
Steven Lindsay
Head of Reporting
steven.lindsay@salterbaxter.com

Access smart insights
››Learn more from our audit and the 16 elements
of best-in-class campaignable reporting
››Benchmark your reports and associated
communications to see what is ‘cutting through’
Optimise your strategy
››Evolve your reporting narrative, ecosystem
and roadmap for the future

Huw Maggs
Global Head of Strategy
huw.maggs@salterbaxter.com

››Complement your reports with a campaignable
communications plan
Boost your stakeholder engagement
››Design meaningful messaging, stories and
campaign hooks
››Know the best way to engage your stakeholders,
new and old, find them and target them

Kristina Joss
Head of Strategy North America
kristina.joss@salterbaxter.com

››Measure and track your activity to increase
ROI of your report

www.salterbaxter.com

London
Salterbaxter
82 Baker Street
London W1U 6AE
+44 (0)20 7229 5720
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New York
Salterbaxter
1675 Broadway, 29th Floor
New York, NY 10019
+1 646 500 7906

